In this letter we show that the "spreading" effect due to the use of an extended source in the recording of a hologram does not result in an irretrievable resolution loss, but that the "loss" may be compensated and the resolution retrieved by illuminating the hologram, in the reconstruction, by the same source as that used in the recording (or by another suitable source), provided that the auto-correlation function of the function describing the "extended" source (or the crosscorrelation of the source functions) has itself a narrow central-peak width, of the order of the desired *resolution. This is the case for suitably "structured" sources with a broad spatial-frequency representation, for example. We have verified the principle by using an arbitrarily selected "structured" source ( fig. 1 ) in place of the usual point sources (recording and reconstruction) in a Fourier-transform holography arrangement [1] [2] [3] [4] . With the use of (a) "lensless" Fourier-transform holography arrangements [2, 3] (having recordability gains, with spherical plates, exceeding 103 compared to Fresneltransform holography), and (b) "structured source" holography arrangements, the two major limitations which appeared to stand in the way of extensions of high-resolution holography to the X-ray domain now appear to have been largely cleared away.
model the now usual one-dimensional Fouriertransform holography arrangements [1] [2] [3] [4] which would normally use a "point" reference source Ts(~) = 5(0) in the plane of the object To(~-a ).
However, in place of the point reference, we now use a spatially coherent, extended source, of complex amplitude Ts(~-a ) and an object To(~) , (see fig. 1 ), where a is the usual off-set between the "center of gravity" of T s and T o. The holo. gram intensity is l(x) = [to, o* + tsts* ] + + tots* exp [2~iax] + to*t s exp [-2~iax ], where t o and t s are the Fourier transforms of T O and Ts, respectively. Under the now usual Fouriertransform reconstruction conditions [1] , illumination of the hologram with a point source will produce an image, in which the two side-bands of interest will be respectively proportional to [T O • Ts*]~_ a and to [To* • Ts]~+a, where • Denisyuk does not consider the resolution problem, nor indeed the special correlation requirements for the source, which are necessary for resolution-retrieving compensation in the reconstruction. We also do not consider here the use Fig. 1 . Object FOURIER and source ffl~ (used in of "structured sources" as imaging or magnifiplace of the usual "point" source), as used in recordcation aids in projection microscopy or holoing of Fourier-transform hologram, from which the image of fig. 2 was reconstructed by Fourier-transgraphy [6] .
formation. (Off-set a = 9 mm, focal lengths of lenses For analysis of our method, we consider as a used in Fourier-transformations f= 600 mm). would therefore imply great luminosity. (An example is a Fresnel zone plate, or equivalent structure, possibly obtained by interference.) However, even in the case of the arbitrarily shaped source fd~, which we used in our experiments ( fig. 1 ), a very clear "compensation" of the "spreading" was obtained ( fig. 2) . We note that the other (lower) side band of the hologram transforms (with T s, = Ts) into an image of the form [To* • (T s $Ts)]~+a. The convolution (T s ®Ts) will in gener52 not be a delta function, except for sources having a two-fold rotation symmetry about the optical axis. The importance of the distinction between the desirable correlation of the source functions, IT s * Ts* ] and the not always desirable convolution (T s @ Ts) appears in the "compensated" reconstruction of FOURIER in the upper side band ( fig. 2) , and the "uncompensated" reconstruction in the lower side band ( fig. 2 ). It follows from the preceeding analysis that the "twin image" in the original form of the Gabor microscope [8, 9] may be suppressed by the use of an extended source T s having no twofold rotation symmetry. Applications to sourceeffect compensation in interferometry are equally clear, as are analogies with spectroscopic and other use of "matched" filtering [10, 11] and analogies with apodisation [12] .
indicates a correlation, and where the image coordinate is taken as 4, under unit magnification. The images are seen to be "spread" out by correlation with the extended source. However, if we illuminate the hologram with a source Y s, (which may or may not be equal to Ys) , having a transform t s, we find the complex amplitude transmission through the hologram, in the , and by * a correlation (shift and integrate overlapping areas) [7] ). If T s, is equal to T s then [T s * Ts* ] is the auto-correlation function of the source. For example, IT s • Ts*] will be a very narrow function if T s can be represented by a very wide spectrum of spatial frequencies: in practice, such a representation would advantageously require an extended source field, and We wish to thank the National Science Foundation for its generous support of a part of this work.
